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eye of the lever to come directly under the ately after it commences its return, and, as it
continues its return, the hook F catches the
lower or shuttle thread in the groove oh its

throat-hole, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The front end of the arm g of the elbow-le
ver D enters a groove (shown in dotted lines
in Fig. 3) of the requisite length to partially

limit its movement, and mear its end has a
lhook, F, pivoted to it, curved in both its ver
tical and horizontal planes, and provided on
its outer edge and front end with a groove,
to catch the thread and guide it, as will be
explained hereafter. This hook F is also con
nected loosely to the arm f of tlhe elbow-lever
E by a link, h, its point of connection . . being
a little in front of its point of connection to
the arm of the lever D, as clearly shown in

Figs.1, 3, and 4. - The end of the arpm id of
the elbow-lever D is provided with an oblong
opening or slot, which lies or fits on a pin at
tached to tlbe upper side of the arm e . of the
elbow-lever E, as clearly shown in Figs... l and
3, il such a manmer as to permit the pin to
Innove freely in the slot, the length of which
limits the movement of the lever D, as shown
in the same figures. The arm e of the elbow
lever E has also another pin, j, on its under
sidle, which enters and passes through an ob
long opening or slot p in the . plate.B, and is
acted on by the cam a, pivoted to the plate
A, as shown . in Fig. 1. To the under side of
the plate B is attached at one end a straight
Spring, q, at right angles to the length of the
plate, and so as to be under the long arm of
the lever C, andl to have its free end toward
the throat-hole, as shown by the dotted lines
in Fig. 1. The relative - length, shape, form,
position, and connections of these different
mechanical devices are shown in the drawings,
and are such as to produce the different move
ments hereinafter described. .
... To apply and operate this attachment to
and with the sewing-machines mentioned, we
first remove from them t?e throat-piece, and
then connect the under plate A to the shut
tle-carrier H. by means of a screw, and over
the plate A we place.the plate B, fastening it
to the bed-plate of the machine by I means of
a screw, which passes - through the tang G,
which lies in the . same seat occupied by the
throat-piece when it is on the machine, these
plates having been first provided with a the
mechanical devices described. The upper or
needle thread is adjusted in the usual man
mer. The lower or shuttle thread, coming from
the bobbin, is passed under the spring q, and
then through the eye in the endle of the arm of
tline lever C, if the lever is throwm , back, as
shown in Fig. 1. - The cloth on which the
stitch is to be worked, whether coin its edge-or
in a button-hole, is then , adjusted, , and the
proper tension given to the s. threads by the .
usual devices. The machine is then , oper
ated.
The needle descends, carrying its thread,
through the loop of which - the shuttle passes,
'in the usual way, and as the shuttle returns
the devices take the position: clearly shown im
Fig. 1. This position is taken almost immedi

end and carries it forward over the throat li,
the long arm of the lever C quickly following
it, and taking a position with its eye directly
under the throat. At the same instant the
arms fand g of the elbow-levers D and E move
a short distance in the direction of the forward
line of the shuttle, carrying the hook f with
them, which, by this motion, spreads or opens
the threadli into a loop, gets out of the way of
the needle, and returns to its former position.
As it returns the needle goes through the loep
thus formed, and on through the throat in the
plate and the eye in the end of the lever C,
carrying : its thread with it, through the loop
of which the shuttle again passes. Then, as
the needle ascends, and as soon as it rises from
the throat, the arm of the lever C draws the :
stitch tight, and draws the upper or needle.
thread both from above and below the edge
of the cloth, and forms the purl of the thread
in a line on the edge. The stitch thus made
is shown in Fig. 4, and closely resembles the
hand - made button - hole , stitch. The . loop.
thrown under the point of the needle, with the
shuttle-thread and the loop thrown around the
shuttle-thread by the needle-thread below,
when drawin tightly... together by the arm of
the lever, must make the stitchi'as described.
In operating the machine with our attach
ment we have found it necessary oftentimes, "
and especially in forming the stitches around
the immer ends of button-holes against which
the eye of the button bears, to have the feed
regulator so present the edge of the curve of
the button-hole that the stitches about i this
curve will be uniform with the rest of the work.

To do i this it is necessary, that the feed gradu
ally move more rapidly as the stitches are
worked from the beginning of the curve to its.
highest point, and in like manner move slower
as it passes from this point to the straight edge r
of the button-hole. The reason for this is that,
unlessit were dome, the stitches.about the curve .
would not be at uniform distances. " To accom
plish this we attach to the leg I of the brake
or-feeding device a stitch-regulator, or device
for regulating the feed, as desired, and so.. ar
range it that - the ' operator , can increase , or
diminish the rapidity of the feed at the same
time, and without interfering with his generali
management of the work.
This device is shown , in Figs. 5, 6, and 7,
and consists of a spring, J, with a yoke, r, at
tached loosely to its upper-, end, which yoke
straddles : and is secured to the arm I of the .
usual rock-shaft. The lower end of the spring
is connected by rod v: with the usual legfor
clutching the feed-wheel. This spring:is fiat,
and Fig. 5 slows an edge view. Its: lower , end
is provided with a wedge-shaped piece, T, hav
ing a curved oblog slot or opening, s, below
which projects a handle, K, as shown in Fig.
6, which presents a front view. The material

forming this slotis made wedge-shaped longi
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tudinally, as clearly shown in section in Fig.
7, the smaller end being at t, and the larger at
aut. The Slot s, in attaching the spring to the
leg of the brake, is slipped on the rod w, con
necting the leg of the brake to the brake itself
of the machine, and - over it are placed the
thumb-muts Lu, ordinarily used to regulate the
length of the rod w, and through it the feed
and length of stitch.
Instead of using these thumb-muts, we use
our stitch-regulator. We have found from ex
perience that the thumb-nut cannot be manip
ulated with sufficient ease and rapidity to reg
ulate the feed as desired for turning the cürve
in the button-hole; but by means of our de
vice the rod wis gradually lengthened or short
ened by simply swinging or turning our stitch
regulator backward or forward, the wedge
shaped piece T and the action of the spring
accomplishing this result.
Having thus described the improvements
constituting our invention, what we claim is
1. The lever C, arranged to carry the shut
tle-thread and draw the loops of the needle
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thread to the edge of the cloth and lock them
2. The vibrating hook F, in combination wit
the elbow-levers HD and IE, constructed and ar
ranged to operate as described, whereby the
hook is made to carry the shuttle-thread up
over the edge of the fabric, to engage with the
needle-thread, and then move out of the way
of the needle, as sett forth.
3. Im combination with the lever C and the
hook F, with its operating-levers, we claim the
plate A, provided with its cams a, b, b', and k,
for operating the levers C, D, and IE, with hook
F, substantially as herein described.
4. The pivoted wedge-shaped pieceT, in com
bination with the rocking arm II, for varying
the extent of the feed-motion, substantially as
there, substantially as described.

herein describedl.
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